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sparkAV Ignites Boardroom Design with Clockaudio
at ole Majorly Indie’s Toronto Office
December 20, 2016 – Waterlooville, Hampshire, United Kingdom - Clockaudio, a global leader in proAV microphone technologies based in the UK and with offices in North America and Asia partnered with
SparkAV to create a new state of the art boardroom for ole Majorly Indie’s corporate office in Toronto,
Canada.
ole is the world’s fastest growing rights management company. Founded in 2004, the company has
operations in Toronto, Nashville, New York, London and Los Angeles. Boasting a team of over 100
experienced industry professionals, the firm is focused on acquisitions, creative development, and
worldwide rights management and is widely considered as the first choice music source for creators in
all media.
To keep up with the hip, relevant vibe of the clients they serve, ole worked with renowned AV integrator
sparkAV to find the industry’s best AV solutions to execute the boardroom renovation on a tight
deadline. To ensure the best audio quality in the boardroom, sparkAV insisted upon the installation of
Clockaudio’s C303 microphones to meet the unique needs of the office space.
The sparkAV design team noted that each of the Clockaudio C303 microphones were designed with a
ceiling enclosure locking grommet and 2.5 meter cable for easy height adjustment, which worked
perfectly for the needs of ole’s renovations. The C303 product features three high quality Cardioid
capsules covering a 360 degree pick up pattern. Each independent capsule is RF immune, and
captures approximately 120 degrees and is optimized for speech intelligibility. In addition, the C303
is equipped with a RJ45 to enable a fast connection.
Of the project, Andrew Wilder, sparkAV Site Lead, Sr. Technician and Audio Expert commented,”“I
recommended the c303 mics to the sales team as Clockaudio is at the top of the game for mics and they
are the best sounding mics to date.”
The project was a complete success and under the direction of sparkAV, Clockaudio’s microphones
helped to create a high quality, beautifully finished work space for ole to continue its creative musical
genius.

About ole Majorly Indie
As the world’s fastest growing rights management company, ole is committed to transparent client
reporting practices and leading edge IT including best in class online account portals and proprietary,
real-time revenue tracking and analytics. ole is the best and most innovative global destination for
world-class songwriters, composers, and management talent, and the first choice music source for
creators in all media. For more information about ole visit: www.ole.com

About sparkAV
sparkAV is comprised of the AV industry’s most creative, passionate, and experienced professionals, all
who possess the means necessary to provide clients with outstanding service in current and affordable
AV solutions. For more information about sparkAV visit: www.sparkAV.com

About Clockaudio
For over 20 years, Clockaudio has been dedicated to manufacturing innovative pro-audio products. With
corporate headquarters located in the United Kingdom and offices located in North America (Montreal,
Canada) and Asia (Singapore), Clockaudio is led by a talented team of audio specialists dedicated to
quality, service and innovation.
On a global level, audio professionals actively seek out and recommend Clockaudio for its reputation as
a trusted and responsive manufacturer and its customer driven approach to audio solutions. Central to
this is the in-house research and development that Clockaudio consistently reinvests in which allows
clients to explore customized prototypes and develop specific briefs in partnership. Consultants and
contractors alike help to drive Clockaudio’s product development process and appreciate the
opportunity to be involved in the engineering process and final solution. The ability to customize is just
one of the many factors which makes Clockaudio clearly different.
For the latest information on our new products, news and projects, follow Clockaudio on twitter and like
them on Facebook.

